Dopami ne is critically important for functions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Reducing or blocking dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Brodmann's areas 9, 46, and 9/46) produces deficits on tasks that are dependent on this region and that require working memory and inhibition, such as the delayed response task (1) , which is comparable to the deficits produced by removing the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex altogether (2) . Local injection of selective dopamine (D 1 ) antagonists into the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex impairs performance on such tasks in a precise dose-dependent manner (3, 4) , leaving performance on control tasks unaffected. The concentration of extracellular dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (but not in other frontal regions) increases while monkeys are performing such tasks but not during performance of a control task (5) . Dopamine strongly modulates the electrical activity of neurons in the prefrontal cortex (6, 7) .
The self-ordered pointing task, which requires remembering stimuli already chosen and selecting new stimuli without repeating a choice, appears to be an exception to this general rule, according to the following:
1. Studies of normal brain function and of deficits seen after brain damage in humans and monkeys clearly show that success on the self-ordered pointing task requires use of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Patients with damage to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex fail the self-ordered pointing task (8) (9) (10) , blood flow in the prefrontal cortex increases during performance of the self-ordered pointing task in normal adults (11) , and rhesus macaques with lesions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex fail trials of a self-ordered pointing task variant (12) . However, depleting the prefrontal cortex of dopamine does not impair performance on the self-ordered pointing task (13) , although the same depletion does impair performance of the delayed response task, and lesions of the prefrontal cortex impair performance on both tasks.
2. Similarly, children treated early and continuously for phenylketonuria, with plasma phenylalanine levels of 6-10 mg/dl, are hypothesized to have lower levels of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex (a hypothesis supported in an animal model [14] ) and to perform normally on the self-ordered pointing task, although the same children have been found to be impaired on a host of tasks dependent on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex that require working memory and inhibition (15) .
It is not clear why self-ordered pointing appears insensitive to the level of dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, although that task depends on functioning of this region. One possibility is that while it requires holding information in mind and manipulating it, it may not require inhibition; different cognitive functions that are dependent on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may be differentially sensitive to dopamine activity in that region. Dopamine projection to the prefrontal cortex is unusual in several ways. Dopamine neurons that project to the prefrontal cortex are distinct from dopamine neurons that project to the striatum and even from those that project to the nucleus accumbens or the anterior cingulate (16) . Their baseline rate of firing is higher, as is their rate of dopamine turnover (17, 18) . They contain much less dopamine transporter, and the dopamine transporter there is poorly situated (at a distance from synaptic release sites [19, unpublished work by Sanchez and Cavada]). These distinguishing characteristics are important because they provide a mechanism by which the effect of genetic polymorphisms affecting dopamine can have different, potentially greater, effect on the dopamine system in the prefrontal cortex than on other dopamine systems.
Those higher firing and dopamine turnover rates make the prefrontal cortex more sensitive to modest reductions in the level of tyrosine (20) . Apparently because of that, working memory and inhibition functions that depend on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (but not cognitive functions dependent on other neural systems, such as the parietal cortex or the medial temporal lobe) are impaired in children treated for phenylketonuria whose serum phenylalanine levels are elevated enough to result in a modest reduction in tyrosine levels reaching the brain (14, 15, 21) .
The catechol O-methyltransferase (COMT) gene, mapped to human chromosome 22q11 (22, 23) , codes for the COMT enzyme, which is important for the degradation of dopamine released into synapses. The COMT enzyme catalyzes the transfer of a methyl group to a hydroxyl group on catecholamines such as dopamine and norepinephrine (24, 25) .
A functional missense mutation of the COMT gene (a single base-pair substitution: CGTG to CATG) results in a substitution of Methionine (Met) for Valine (Val) at codon 108/158: AGVKD versus AGMKD (26) . This Val-to-Met polymorphism has a significant effect on COMT enzymatic activity. The enzyme containing Met at that position is four times less active and breaks down dopamine more slowly (27) , allowing dopamine to remain active in and around synaptic clefts longer.
This polymorphism has a regionally greater selective effect on the prefrontal cortex than on other neural regions, such as the striatum. That is because the prefrontal cortex is particularly dependent on the COMT pathway to terminate the action of synaptic dopamine, given the prefrontal cortex's paucity of dopamine transporter protein (19) . Dopamine transporter protein is critical for dopamine reuptake. With less reuptake by the dopamine transporter, the prefrontal cortex is more dependent on secondary mechanisms, such as COMT degradation, to inactivate extracellular dopamine.
The striatum, in contrast, is less dependent on COMT degradation because of its abundant and well-situated dopamine transporter (28) . COMT methylation accounts for ≤15% of total dopamine turnover in the striatum and nucleus accumbens but >60% in the prefrontal cortex (29) .
The Met polymorphism of the COMT gene, which results in slower dopamine catabolism, is associated with better function of the prefrontal cortex in adults (30) . Adults homozygous for the Met polymorphism perform better on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (30, 31) and need less neuronal activity in the prefrontal cortex to achieve a given level of performance on the N-back test than adults with 2 Val alleles (found in three separate samples [30] ). These effects are specific to the functions of the prefrontal cortex. The Met versus Val polymorphism is uncorrelated with IQ or other non-prefrontal-cortex functions (30) . The Wisconsin Card Sorting and N-back tests require working memory and inhibition and recruit the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (32) (33) (34) .
Such findings are consistent with those obtained when COMT's enzymatic activity is inhibited, which results in slower clearance of released dopamine (as does the Met polymorphism). Administering tolcapone (a selective COMT inhibitor) to patients with depleted dopamine levels improves their performance on working memory and inhibition tasks that are dependent on the prefrontal cortex (35) but does not improve parkinsonian motor symptoms associated with striatal function (36) .
It is not entirely clear why the slower COMT works, the more efficiently the prefrontal cortex functions. Certainly, too much dopamine impairs function of the prefrontal cortex, as does too little (37) . The detrimental effects of too much dopamine occur on primary dendritic stems, far from the terminals, whereas dopamine D 1 receptors are located closer, only a short distance from the terminals. COMT is localized near the terminals. Thus, one possibility is that if COMT acts more slowly, more released dopamine might reach dopamine receptors.
Method
We tested typically developing children in our laboratory on a task that requires working memory and inhibition and depends on function of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (the dots-mixed task) (14, 38) , the self-ordered pointing task (which requires working memory but probably not inhibition and depends on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex), recall memory (dependent on the medial temporal lobe), and body-image mental rotation (dependent on the posterior parietal cortex).
The evidence linking recall memory to the medial temporal lobe is overwhelming, and impaired recall is the prototypic impairment in temporal lobe amnesia (39) . The "hands" mental rotation task used here, as developed by Coslett (40) , building on DIAMOND, BRIAND, FOSSELLA, ET AL.
http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org the work of others (41), is sensitive to parietal cortex damage (40, 42) , and performance of similar tasks increases parietal cortex activation (43) . Diverse mental rotation measures have produced consistently robust parietal activation and shown marked sensitivity to parietal damage in both adults (44) (45) (46) and children (47) .
The children had been recruited through local school districts by letters to parents sent home with the children and by parents hearing about us through the Web or word of mouth and contacting us. Letters sent home were accompanied by our telephone number and by reply cards that parents returned if they wanted us to call to provide more information. Preliminary information provided over the telephone was supplemented when the family arrived at our laboratory. Screening was conducted over the telephone and confirmed at the start of the testing session. Children who had any known learning disability, serious health problem, developmental delay, or complications at birth; were not fluent in English; had been born prematurely; or were taking psychotropic medication were not included in the study. Testing was conducted in quiet child-friendly rooms. Each child received a small present of his or her choice for participating.
Later, we returned to the children's parents to ask if we might obtain a cheek swab for DNA testing. Our predictions were as follows:
1. The COMT polymorphism should correlate with performance on the dots-mixed task. 2. Specifically, the children homozygous for the Met allele should perform better on the dots-mixed task than those with the Val-Val genotype. 3. This same genetic variation should not correlate with performance on the self-ordered pointing task, since performance on that is insensitive to dopamine levels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. 4 . This genetic variation also should not correlate with recall memory or mental rotation performance since those mental operations do not depend on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Separate informed consent was obtained for the cheek (buccal) swabs. For both the behavioral testing and the DNA analyses from the buccal swabs, written informed consent was obtained.
The directional Stroop task was developed to vary demands independently on working memory and inhibition with a task appropriate for preschoolers through adults and for functional magnetic resonance imaging (14) . The dots-mixed condition ( Figure  1 ) requires that participants remember two rules and inhibit the tendency to respond on the same side as the stimulus on one-half of the trials.
The impulse to respond on the same side as the stimulus is well documented. People are slower and less accurate when responding on the side opposite a stimulus than when the stimulus and correct response are on the same side (48, 49) ("the Simon effect"). Indeed, when monkeys must point away from a stimulus, the neuronal population vector in the motor cortex initially points toward the stimulus and only then shifts to the required direction, indicating a prepotent tendency to respond toward a stimulus; doing otherwise requires its inhibition (50) .
Using a self-held button box with a button for the right and left hands, participants indicated the correct response for each stimulus as it appeared on a computer screen. One-half of the participants were told to press the button on the same side as the stimulus when it was gray and on the opposite side when it was striped; one-half were told the opposite. After practice, the participants performed a block of 20 trials in the congruent (same-side) condition, a block of 20 incongruent (opposite-side) trials, and then 20 mixed trials. The interstimulus interval was 500 msec; stimuli were presented for 750 msec for those ≥7 years of age and for 2500 msec for younger children. Feedback was provided during training but never during performance of the test. Responses of ≤200 msec were not calculated in the percentage of correct responses or reaction time since those were too rapid to be in response to the stimulus.
Age norms on the directional Stroop task, including the dotsmixed variant, have been established (unpublished study by Davidson et al.). The dependence of performance of the dotsmixed task on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex has been revealed by an increase in activation there compared to performance on the dots-congruent task (only gray dots), the dotsincongruent variant (only striped dots), or the arrows-mixed task (which requires inhibition but little working memory) (38, unpublished work by Diamond et al.).
In the Petrides-Milner self-ordered pointing task (8) we use, participants perform six blocks of trials, two each for the set of six line drawings, eight line drawings, and 12 abstract designs, each FIGURE 1. Stimuli in the Dots-Mixed Task a a In the congruent condition, the correct response is to press the dot on the same side as the stimulus. In the incongruent condition, the response and stimulus are on opposite sides. In the mixed condition, equal numbers of congruent and incongruent trials are randomly intermixed.
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Congruent Condition
Press To assess recall memory, we asked the children to study a set of six and a set of eight single-item line drawings, telling the children that they would later be asked to recall those items. At the end of the testing session (an hour later), the children were asked to name or describe all of the items they could remember from the 14 shown earlier. To assess mental rotation, eight photographs were used (four each of a right and left hand, two palm up and two palm down), first shown at 0° rotation and then all rotated 180° ( 40, 42) . For each of the 16 trials, the children indicated whether the photograph showed a right or left hand. Their own hands were concealed under a cloth with a turtle sticker on one arm and a bunny sticker on the other; they could respond by saying "right/ left hand" or "turtle/bunny hand."
Buccal swabs, obtained with a cytology brush (MasterAMP Buccal Swab DNA Extraction Kit, Epicentre Inc., Madison, Wis.), with the consent of parent and child (and approval of the institutional review board of the University of Massachusetts Medical School) provided the tissue from which DNA was extracted. Swabs were air-dried to discourage bacterial growth, and samples were purified with Quick-Extract DNA Extraction Solution (Epicentre Inc., Madison, Wis.). Yields, as determined spectrophotometrically by absorbance at 260 nm, ranged from 0.5 to 3 µg of DNA from each buccal sample. Taq polymerase, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) buffer, and deoxynucleotide triphosphates were obtained from QIAGEN Genomics, Inc. (Bothell, Wash.), and used at recommended concentrations for a 20 µl PCR reaction. For genotyping of the COMT Val-to-Met polymorphism at codon 158, forward 5′-TCACCATCGAGATCAACCCC-3′ and reverse 5′-GAACGTGGTGTGAACACCTG-3′ primers were used (53) . For genotyping of the COMT Val-to-Met polymorphism at codon 108, forward 5′-ACTGTGGCTACTCAGCTGTG-3′ and reverse 5′-CCTTTTTCCAGGTCTGACAA-3′ primers were used (54) . PCR reactions were optimized with a touchdown PCR cycling regimen and the addition of dimethyl sulfoxide (10% final volume to volume) and performed on a PTC-100 Programmable Thermal Controller (MJ Research, Waltham, Mass.) outfitted with a heated lid for oil-free amplifications. Restriction fragment-length polymorphisms were detected by NlaIII restriction digests and subsequent gel electrophoresis in 3% Metaphor agarose followed by staining in ethidium bromide.
Results
We report data here on 39 children, most under the age of 12 (mean age=9 years). The Met polymorphism of COMT is common, with an incidence of roughly 40%-50% in Europe and North America (55), as was reflected in our study group (Table 1) . Because the number of subjects genotyped per group was not large and because the scores for Val-Val children were not evenly distributed, we used nonparametric tests: Kruskal-Wallis tests for comparing all three groups and Wilcoxon Mann-Whitney tests for pairwise comparisons (StatXact, Cytel Software, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.). (On the dots-mixed task, all Val-Val children performed worse than, or close to, the norm for their age, except for one child who performed exceptionally well.)
Our predictions were confirmed. The children with the Met-Met genotype performed significantly better on the dots-mixed task than the Val-Val children (Wilcoxon t= 126.0, p<0.01) (Figure 3) . The heterozygous children performed intermediately well, which was not significantly different from that of the other groups. These results (with a different cognitive assay) replicate, for the first time in children, results obtained with adults (30, 31) . There was no relation between versions of the COMT gene and performance on the nonprefrontal cognitive measures (recall memory-Met-Met versus Val-Val: Wilcoxon t=50.0, p= 0.43; mental rotation-Met-Met versus Val-Val: Wilcoxon t=61.8, p=0.43). The Kruskal-Wallis values for comparisons of the three subject groups were t=3.6, p<0.05, for the dotsmixed task; t=1.6, p=0.45, for self-ordered pointing; t=0.8, p=0.69 for recall memory; and t=1.8, p=0.41, for mental rotation. There was a sex difference on one of the tasks (mental rotation: Wilcoxon t=166.0, p<0.005). Controlling for that did not alter the lack of any difference by COMT genotype on performance of the task.
No difference was found between the performance of the two homozygous groups of children on the self-ordered pointing task (t=64.0, p=0.47) (Figure 3 ) nor between the heterozygotes and either homozygous group. This represents a greater level of specificity than had been obtained before. It also provides a third converging line of evidence that although successful performance on the self-ordered pointing task (a measure of working memory) relies on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and although dopamine is an important neurotransmitter in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex upon which many of the cognitive functions that require the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex depend, performance on the self-ordered pointing task (unlike many other cognitive measures that require working memory plus inhibition and depend on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) is not affected by changes in the level of dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
This represents a greater level of specificity than had been obtained before, although successful performance on the self-ordered pointing task (a measure of working memory) relies on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and dopamine is an important neurotransmitter in this region upon which many of the cognitive functions that require this region depend. It also provides a third converging line of evidence that performance on the self-ordered pointing task (unlike many other cognitive measures that require working memory and inhibition and depend on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex) is not affected by changes in the level of dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
Discussion
In sum, the Met polymorphism of the COMT gene has a selective effect on the prefrontal cortex's dopamine system because of the greater dependence of the prefrontal cortex on the COMT pathway to clear extracellular dopamine. Tasks that require working memory and inhibition are sensitive to the dopamine level in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The self-ordered pointing task that requires working memory but perhaps not inhibition is not, although it, too, depends on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In most children, the slower-acting Met-Met polymorphism (which allows released dopamine to remain active longer in the prefrontal cortex) resulted in better performance than the Val-Val COMT genotype on a task requiring working memory and inhibition (the dots-mixed task) but not on the self-ordered pointing task. This is consistent with the hypothesized effect of the COMT gene polymorphism and with independent evidence that self-ordered pointing is insensitive to dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex. These results appear to challenge accepted notions that since dopamine is important for some cognitive functions that depend on the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, it is important for all cognitive functions that depend on that neural region. The differential sensitivity of distinct cognitive abilities to specific neurotransmitters may make possible targeted pharmacological interventions.
It is possible, though unlikely, that the COMT genotype (i.e., the level of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex) was related to performance on the dots-mixed task but not the self-ordered pointing, recall memory, or mental rotation task. This may be because for the latter three, the presentation rate of the stimulus was determined by the participant, whereas for dots-mixed stimuli, presentation time was pre-set and brief. It is likely that reducing the level of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex impairs functioning less than does ablation of the prefrontal cortex, so that while performance on the self-ordered pointing task is impaired by cortex lesions, it is not impaired by a reduced dopamine level in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. That would mean that self-ordered pointing is more robust to a less severe deficit of functioning in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex than is the dots-mixed task, which is impaired even by reducing dopamine in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. The dots-mixed task may be a more sensitive measure in general than self-ordered pointing, since variance in performance of the dots-mixed task is greater than that for self-ordered pointing.
It is not simply that any sensitive task detects a difference in performance by the COMT genotype since between-subject variation in the performance of mental rotation was To calculate each child's age-adjusted score, we subtracted the mean score for children of that child's age from the child's score. To control for the effect of age, mean differences in scores by age were used. For each task, the mean percentage of correct responses for the subject's age in years was subtracted from the subject's percentage of correct responses, yielding an age difference score. This partialled out any effect of age. Gender was not significantly related to performance on any cognitive task except mental rotation. The children with the Met-Met genotype performed significantly better than the children with the Val-Val genotype on the dots-mixed task, which requires holding two higher-order rules in mind and switching between inhibiting a prepotent response and making that response and is sensitive to the level of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex. All three groups performed comparably on the dots-congruent trial block (with the dot always pressed on the same side as the stimulus) and the dots-incongruent trial block (with the dot always pressed on the opposite side), as expected. Those conditions require holding only one higher-order rule in mind, and either no inhibition (dots-congruent) or steady-state inhibition (always inhibit pressing the dot on same side as the stimulus). All groups performed comparably on self-ordered pointing, which is not sensitive to the level of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex. No difference between Met-Met and Val-Val children was found on the six-, eight-, or 12-item self-ordered pointing trials or on all combined. Performance on the eight-item trials is shown here since that intermediate level of difficulty was definitely not susceptible to ceiling or floor effects. All groups also performed comparably on our two control tasks: recall memory and mental rotation. comparable to that for the dots-mixed task. However, no difference in performance by the COMT genotype was detected for mental rotation. Differences in motivation or arousal cannot account for our results because the 12-item portion of the self-ordered pointing task was the most difficult portion of any of the tests, but no group differences were found on either the six-item portion, which was the easiest, or on the eight-item portion. Had low arousal or motivation been an issue, group differences would have been expected the more difficult the measure; such was not found.
These findings provide an existence proof that differences in genotype can relate to differences in cognitive performance in typically developing children. Even among a small group of such children, differences in the COMT phenotype correlated significantly and in the predicted direction, with differences in performance on a task dependent on the prefrontal cortex and its dopamine content. Gene association studies that are focused on wellstudied candidate genes do not require the large group sizes needed for exploratory studies. For example, in a group of only 14 normal older adults, differences in memory performance correlated with the presence or absence of one copy of the APOE-4 allele (56).
Analyses of genes, such as COMT, that affect neurotransmitter systems provide a window into the neurochemical modulation of the working memory and inhibitory abilities that are dependent on the prefrontal cortex. Those abilities are of critical importance. The ability to inhibit attention to distractors makes possible selective and sustained attention. The ability to inhibit a prepotent response helps make flexibility and change possible. Inhibition, thus, allows us a measure of control over our attention and our actions. The ability to hold information in mind enables us to remember our plans or others' instructions, consider alternatives, and relate one idea or datum to another.
A better understanding of genetic modulation of these cognitive abilities should provide guidance for protecting children against developing-or for mitigating the severity of-deficits in functions dependent on the prefrontal cortex that are implicated in so many disorders, including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (57, 58) , obsessivecompulsive disorder (59), addiction (60), schizophrenia (61) , and depression (62, 63) . 
